System implementation
in Eiffage Budownictwo
Mitex S.A.
The process of finding an appropriate system and implementing partner was relatively lengthy. Many systems
were taken into consideration. Finally, two international systems were considered: Microsoft Dynamix AX and
mySAP. The decision was in favor of Microsoft Dynamix AX and Asseco Poland S.A. which is an experienced
implementing partner and the biggest integrator of such solutions at the Polish market. The choice was also
influenced by Asseco’s specialization in preparing “tailored” systems, i.e. such as MITEX S.A. needed.
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Client’s profile.
MITEX S.A. is one of the leading construction companies at the Polish market. It has been operating for almost 20
years and it employs about 650 people. MITEX is a specialist general contractor rendering construction services,
mainly in the area of building sport facilities, apartment houses, offices, trade facilities and hotels. It also carries out
investment connected with environment protection and infrastructure.
MITEX S.A. belongs to one of the biggest construction groups in Europe – the French Eiffage Group, which employs
50 thousand people. It has a representative in Italy, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Great Britain, the Benelux States and
Poland. The turnover of the Group amounted in 2005 to EURO 8 billion.
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Benefits.
Owing to the implemented solutions, full analytical and synthetic information of orders was gained. All MITEX
branches which previously have worked on separate systems have been connected to one common “body”
working in real time. One of the great benefits arising from the implementation of the Microsoft Dynamics AX
system is its incredible flexibility which allows to precisely adapt the system to the needs of the company and thus
protects it against the need to adapt its business to the rules governing the system.
Both the system (Microsoft Dynamics AX) and ASSECO POLAND S.A. fulfilled the requirements of this difficult
situation despite the fact that restructuring was not assumed in the process of implementation. One of the biggest
advantages of the implemented system is very well organized and adapted functionalities enabling a meticulous
management and settlement of run construction sites. An additional strong point of the system is its international
functions, and mainly a possibility to use a few dozen language interfaces (which in the case of an international
corporation is very important). The result of implementation is the satisfaction of the team engaged in works on the
project and the satisfaction of target users who work with this application.
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